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SEARCHING EUROPEAN FLEA MARKETS TO
RECREATE A COLLECTIVE MEMORY

In this collaboration, the two artists, Erik Kessels and Thomas Mailaender are hitting the road in an 
‘Archive on Wheels’. They’re on a mission to recreate a collective memory reusing images and objects found 
at flea markets across Europe. 



As we move, our ‘stuff’ moves with us, and even after we’re gone it keeps moving. This is the great migration 
of things as they shift from room to room, house to house, from one family member to another, to a storage 
box, a second hand shop and finally an auction house or a flea market. ‘Things’ used to migrate locally, but 
globalisation, consumerism and the internet have greatly extended their migratory patterns. And along with 
the decline of the flea market, chance encounters with objects and their memories are disappearing.
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Flea markets are history’s filter, gathering the remains of the past together for redistribution. But rural 
flea markets throughout Europe are dying out, and with them goes a unique link to the past. The EUROPE 
ARCHIVE truck will travel from market to market collecting these traces of the past. The objects and 
documents collected along the way will form a collective memory; a souvenir of European history and 
culture as it used to be. The archive will function as a travelling museum, with the collection itself growing 
constantly. The final stop will be a large installation exhibition, which will recycle the past, celebrate yes-
terday and keep these historical memories alive in a context that makes them relevant to today.

The truck parked outside the great Bitaka Market, Sofia, Bulgaria.



The EUROPE ARCHIVE project centres around a shipping container that’s been transformed into a climate 
controlled storage unit complete with shelves. The archive will be transported across Europe by a golden truck 
accompanied by Erik Kessels and Thomas Mailaender. While on the road, the pair will hunt for new objects to 
add to the existing Europe Collection. At the end of its journey the truck will finally arrive at museums, where 
the public are invited to discover the collection gathered by the two artists alongside their trip in Europe.



The EUROPE ARCHIVE project involves a 20 FT Maritim container that will be transformed into an archival 
room. This storage will be transported by a 19T truck around Europe following Erik Kessels and Thomas Mai-
laender during their road trip hunting for documents. The vehicle will be foiled with gold film transforming 
the truck into a massive safe on wheels and a big signal that will encourage encounters with the population.



The inside of the container will be thermo-isolated and installed with shelving system in order to receive 
the different documents and objects collected by Erik Kessels and Thomas Mailaender.



VISITING
VESZPRÉM
BALATON



For the Veszprém-Balaton European Cultural Capital period, the truck can travel around the Balaton area 
and can connect vistors in several places with the collective memories of other European countries.



The stops that this ‘Archive on Wheels’ makes will be announced with posters in the cities around the 
Balaton area and that are important for the communication for the period of the  Cultural Capital event.
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The truck and its archive is ‘transporting’ the European ‘thoughts and ideas’ and can become a great 
‘vehicle’ for PR and communication for the Veszprém-Balaton European Cultural Capital.
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The Europe Archive project will make its final stop in front of the the House of Arts in Veszprém. Where an 
exhibition of the complete project will open inside the museum on June 22, 2023.
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